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«EHORAKDtm ON PAUL ZULU, D/DET/SOT. 

This witness reports a number of A.B.C. meetings 
held in Natal. It is clear from his notes that he reports 
meetings and the speeches made thereat in a very brief and 
attenuated manner. 3ee or example, eeting 275» lasted 
2} hrs, reported on 1-J pages. 
) eeting 285» lasted 3 hrs, reported on 1 page. 
Meeting 276, lasted 2 hrs 50 mins, reported on 2 pages* 
Meeting 279» lasted 3 Hrs, reported on pages. 

See also p. 3965 (V.20). 
It would seeai tiat one of the reasons for the brevity 

of witness's notes is the fact that at nearly all meetings 
of A.N.C. in Natal, the Zulu language is not interpreted into 
pther languages. >ee witness's admission, p. 3966, (V.20). 

2he witness states that in nearly all oases of 
speeches re orted by him, he iimself has translated wuat the 
speakers said into English, although he concedes he is not m 
expert in the use of Ttagllah. see x-examination, pp.3963»4»7t 
(Va 20). 

The witness states that the impression w ich he 
$dned from listening to very many speeches was that the i.N.C. 
policy w s one of non-violence, and the promotion of racial 
narmony between all races - see x-examinntion, pp.3969 A 
3970 (V.2J). Attention id drawn, however, to the £tot that his 
notes do not contain many references to suoh A.N.C. policy, 
(for ou?h references see belov). 

On the whole the speeches recorded by the witness 
see a to b< quite innocuous and except for the fact that the 
witness is able to link up numbers of the accused with the 
Congress movement, it does not seem as if that which he has 

recorded/... 



recorded is of iaush importance. 
Attention io drawn to the fact that the witness in 

stating that Dhlomini (128(, Gumede (129. >goobo (142) held 
certain positions in the Congress movement which he specified 
was apparently relying on hearsay evidence, see p. 3971,V.2J. 

Attention is drawn to Meeting No. 282, at which 
A. Ngcobo (142) is recorded as having expressed his disapproval 
of the Freedom Charter and at which he disapprovingly stated 
t at the Charter was coci .unlatic. (see. p. 3957# (V.2 ). 

At erti n is also directed to eeting No. 477» at 
pp. 5397 A 5*04 (V.27), which was an Annual Conference of 
A.K.C. fiatal, and at which a oirfular was found written in 
Zulu by 3. Phluminl (128). This circular *as translated by 
the witness contains the sentence "...the national organisation 
U to handle as eaaals with the one Ir.n ' and fh:a% for rights 

•yfl ufrrttw In W ffqwtry"» 
he accuracy of the translation is queried, and 

witness should be x-examined thereon. 

m m-n \ 

i u?9?« 
"I say we raust not apply hate "...This was said in 
rebuking a previous speaker who had said, "We must 
teach each other that any uropean is bad", 
p. 3933. (V.20). 
"Police, particularly Africans, do all sorts of 

say 
things..etc. but I/do not hate them." p.3935, V.20, 

3 / . . . . . 



"I austtell you this, that we have no other weapon 
to get this freedom beeidea organising ourselves to 
the last of our men and women"* P* 3961, (V.2)), 

m (l???> 
" I say we don't want to liberate this country by 
force but by a continuous struggle without blood-
shed". p. 5387-8 (V.27), 
N.B., This was a speech at a Conference, fcatal 
A.H.G., 1954). 

"Dense people hate the presence of police in our 
meeting. I say thie is wrong. We aunt learn to like 
them for they hate no one, but to tell the truth", 
p. 5388 (V.27). 
H.B. I don't think the speaker could have used the 
words "for they hate no one" he probably said "for 
us to hate no one". Thie was also said At the 
Conference referred to above. 
"Therefore this Congress is not fighting these 
problems in a way that will cause blood or lead to 
gaols, fhe Congress is facing these problems 
legally until we have achieved our purpose to free 
ourselves", p. 5392 (V.27). 

•tr m a* u??>* 
"that is why in our situation in the Union, whilst 
regrettfcg and condemning...we strongly urge our 
people not to resort to violence even in the face of 
extreme provooatl n. We shall win the esteem of the 
world if do so". G. 786, p.5. 
fi.B., This was part of a -residential address 

delivered/... 



- 4 -

to the 1956 Jtmuai Conference of the A.N.C.(Natal). 

i). jii^iM (n. ,.) 
"We must fight thio (i.e. passes for wooen) ̂ ven if 
we are kicked out of our houses but we do not like 
to cause bloodshed in any way". Ex.a.465* P*l* 

(m.a.) 
"We do not want our people to go out with the idea 
tiat we want this in a narrow guage or m t & f t but 
for all colours and creeds, ê are opposed to a 
policy of superior on a inferior". Sx.G.758, p.l. 
(Slid at &.H.C. Conference, (Regional), 1956). 
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